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FightFest, Labman and fighting robots
FightFest is a brand-new fighting robot championship for
students in the UK. Those aware of the classic British TV show
Robot Wars will be familiar with the premise of the
competition: robots compete to immobilise their opponents by
any means necessary in a bulletproof arena. For proving you
have the skills to make it in the robotics industry and for
demonstrating the desire to have a good time with engineering,
Labman Automation doesn’t think there’s a better way.
Labman Automation
Labman manufactures custom robotic solutions for a wide range
of industrial, laboratory and medical applications. Working
with customers across the globe, Labman produce world-class
automated systems that are completely unique and tailored to
the requirements of our clients. Featuring a climbing-wall,
go-karts, and a squash court, fun is actively encouraged at
Labman. As a result, our creativity and problem-solving are
second to none.
Our involvement with fighting robots
Labman has a strong history with fighting robots. We have
supported student run fighting robot events for a number of
years and sponsor successful, heavyweight teams competing on
an international level, with two of Labman’s engineers having
competed with robots accepted into the US TV show Battlebots.
We also have a firm belief that the sport is a great way of
inspiring the next generation of engineers and have run
fighting robot STEM clubs at local schools.
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FightFest 2021
Saturday 10th July 2021
Labman Automation, Seamer Hill, Seamer, Stokesley,
North Yorkshire, TS9 5NQ

FightFest 2021 will be held as an all-day event. Tech checks,
fights and the presentation of awards will be completed on
the day. Follow event announcements via Twitter
(@Fightfest1), Instagram (labman_fightfest) or request to be
put on the mailing list by contacting fightfest@labman.co.uk.
Competition Format
A fight at FightFest sticks to the well-worn formula of robot
combat:
1.
2.

3.

Two or more remotely controlled robots are placed into
Labman’s purpose-built arena.
On the completion of a countdown, the robots must
attempt to disable each other in any way possible
(permitted within the rules). This will involve
using weapons and skilled driving to either sufficiently
damage the opponent or put it into a position it cannot
recover from.
The fights will last for a maximum of 3 minutes. If both
robots are still functioning at the end of the time, a
panel of judges will decide which robot deserves the
victory based on the judging criteria of damage,
aggression and Control.

FightFest will contain a mixture of 1 on 1 battles and group
fights.
A knockout tournament will decide the overall winner, with
University teams from across the UK competing for the
FightFest trophy.
£1,000 in winnings will be split across the top 3 teams.
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Additional fights will take place outside of the main
competition with potential prizes. This means there will be
further fights for those knocked out of the main draw but
also some action in other weight classes. The Leeds
University Robot Fighting League has been invited to hold
fights with their contingent of 5kg robots and Labman has a
specially made Antweight arena that will be set up for
students who want to bring their smaller machines.
Full competition rules are provided separately.
The Arena
The FightFest Arena has a 5m x 5m modular steel floor and is
surrounded by 12mm polycarbonate panelling. Floor panels and
wall sections can be swapped out for a variety of extra hazards. The specific hazards at the competition will be announced closer to the time.
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Build rules and entry requirements
The Featherweight Class
Robots entered into FightFest must conform to the Fighting
Robots Association’s 2018 Build Rules relating to the
Featherweight weight class. These are available from the
FRA’s website.
Featherweights are one of the most prolific, exciting, and
accessible weight classes in the UK. With a weight
restriction of 13.6kg, building a simple featherweight can be
done cheaply with limited tools but there is large scope for
innovation and quality engineering in the pursuit of
performance.
In addition to complying with these build rules, competitors
will be required to pass a technical check before being
allowed to compete. This is to ensure a team has come with
the correct equipment and tools to operate the robot safely
at the event. Teams that fail to comply with the build
regulations and technical checks will not be allowed to
compete.
What is required to enter?
To enter FightFest as a student requires the following:
1.
2.

A team of up to 4 members. All members must be full time
students at a UK university or other establishment of
higher education during the academic year of 2020/2021.
A letter from a member of staff (preferably teaching
staff) from your university’s Engineer ing or Sciences
department confirming you have permission to represent
your university in the competition.
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Setting up a team at your university
Academic Champion
An enthusiastic lecturer of academic member or staff will
help make the right connections to secure potential funding
and resources. They are also required to provide permission
for the team to enter on behalf of the university.
Enthusiastic Students
Fighting Robot building can be time consuming but ultimately
it can be incredibly fun and beneficial to your skillset and
CV. The ideal team of students are ready to put in the time
and effort to make their robot perform. They should also be
willing to pass the torch on to a new group when it’s time to
graduate.
Sponsorship
Featherweight robots can be built for less than £200 but
benefit from a larger budget. Finding sponsorship and funding
is therefore crucial.
Local businesses and University departments are prime
candidates for sponsorship. Labman Automation itself is open
to providing sponsorship but only for a limited number of
teams. However the capital is raised, it is advised that it
is made clear to sponsors and contributors who owns the
resulting robot and what happens to it when the students
responsible graduate.
Safety Considerations
Building robots can be dangerous and shouldn’t be undertaken
without great care and proper considerations for health and
safety. Some fundamental safety practices for working on
robots include but are not limited to:
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•
•
•

High powered weaponry must not be tested where there is
any real risk of injury to the builder, preferably in an
impact resistant enclosure such as the Labman arena.
Unstable battery chemistries such as Lithium Polymer
should not be charged outside of a fire proof bag or put
at risk of puncture or other damage.
Sharp edges and corners must be handled with care and
have safety covers when working on them. Pinch points on
a robot should also be handled carefully and preferably
signposted with stickers.

Building a robot is undertaken at your own risk and poor
safety practices by teams will not be tolerated at FightFest.
The FightFest team are happy to answer any questions about
building robots safely and are contactable at
fightfest@labman.co.uk.

Resources
The internet isn’t short of resources written by experienced
roboteers and the FRA forum is a great place to ask questions
and see how other people have approached building robots in
the past.
Fighting
Robot Association Forum
http://www.fightingrobots.co.uk/forum/
https://www.riobotz.com/riobotz-combot-tutorial
RioBotz
Combot Tutorial (pdf)

Useful Youtube videos/channels

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLm1I4K08aD3T5iG0eha4xUkTuVjnHteXS

Get involved
If you are interested in getting involved in this event,
please email us with your contact details and which
university you attend.
Follow the event and keep up to date with information via
Twitter, Instagram and our webpage.
See you there.

www.labmanautomation.com/fightfest
fightfest@labman.co.uk
@Fightfest1
labman_fightfest

